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                        SMS for business
                        Communication with clients via SMS is the most effective.  Read how to create the first SMS campaign for your business to get profit and clients' loyalty

                    

                                                                
                        SMTP Email Secure Servers 
                        SMTP stands for Simple Mail Transfer Protocol and its main purpose is to handle the sending, receiving, and relaying of email. Try SMTP email services for free!

                    

                                                                
                        Email Harvester Features 
                        Get email addresses from your PC. Our harvesting software can extract emails according to your keywords.  High speed of searching and flexible setting wait for you.

                    

                                                                
                        Get Free Email Lists With The Best Email Extractor
                        Best parsing software ever.  Enrich your clients base with emails of the target audience.  Read and ensure that Atomic Email Hunter is the easiest and most effective solution for your business.

                    

                                                                
                        Bulk Mailer for Mass Emailing 
                        Discover how to create, send and analyze promotional email campaign using Atomic Bulk Mail Sender. Read the article!

                    

                                                                
                        What is Bulk Email?
                        What is bulk email, and what can it do for your business?  Find out right now and get software for sending bulk emails  in an easy and simple way.
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                    Atomic Mail Sender
                    Communicate effectively with your subscribers

                    We help businesses find potential clients and guarantee delivery of your message.

                    
                        Buy for $89.90
                        Learn more
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                    Atomic Mail Hunter
                    Search for email and phone numbers

                    Build effective communication with subscribers.

                    
                        Buy for $89.90
                        Learn more
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                    Atomic Mail Verifier
                    Increase the credibility of mail servers

                    A powerful software for verifying and validating email addresses.

                    
                        Buy for $69.85
                        Learn more
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        AtomPark - the leading bulk email and SMS software for businesses around the world
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                    SMS Platform

                    An effective tool for small business to find new leads and make the initial contact by email

                    
                        Discover now
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                    Email Parsing

                    Get contacts of your leads from
 the web and local storage

                        to increase sales
                    

                    
                        Discover now
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                    Database Verification

                    Get in touch with real people to help you save time and money

                    
                        Discover now
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                    Bulk Email Sending

                    Send unlimited email marketing campaigns from your desktop PC

                    
                        Discover now
                        
                            
                        
                    
                

            

        

    




    
        
            atomic email studio

            A comprehensive solution for warming up your leads
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                        Extract emails from the web
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                    Extract emails from local storage
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                        Verify emails on existance
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                        Manage and segment your lists
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                    Start sending unlimited email marketing campaigns
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                    Enjoy seeing your profit increase!

                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                
            
        

        
            
                
                    
                        
                        
                    
                    FREE DOWNLOAD
                
            

            
                GO TO CART
                    
                
                  
                
              
                
            

        

    




    
        Database parsing that has never been so easy

        Choose a tool for scraping contacts that fits your needs
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                    Extract emails from the web

                    Extract 2500 emails from web pages and social media sites in less than five minutes
                    

                    
                        
                            
                                
                                
                            
                            TRY IT RIGHT NOW
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                    Collect phone numbers

                    Get phone numbers of people who are related to your business

                    
                        
                            
                                
                                
                            
                            GET IT FOR FREE
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                    Extract emails from PCs

                    An effective tool for small businesses to find new leads and make the initial contact by email
                    

                    
                        
                            
                                
                                
                            
                            FREE DOWNLOAD
                        
                    

                

            

        

    




    
        EMAILING IS NOT ENOUGH

        Complete email marketing strategy with mobile marketing

        Send messages to 1000 operators in over 200 countries
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                    Transactional SMS
                        
                            
                                
                            
                        

                    

                    Confirm the order and then indicate the amount of the payment and delivery date in the message. Accompany the registration on the website as well as the registration for the webinar and other events with messages. Send a transactional SMS to your clients and enjoy their loyalty.
                    

                




                    API Integration
                        
                            
                                
                            
                        

                    

                    SMS gateway helps to automatize the process of sending SMS and economize your time. Integrate your website or CRM system with our SMS service and send bulk texting campaigns automatically. Notify about shipping the package or send a registration code to make users' experience more pleasant.
                    

                





                
                    HLR
                        
                            
                                
                            
                        

                    

                    Save your budget thanks to checking the details about the phone number. Find out if it is active or not, what operator it is, whether it is in roaming, etc. Send cellphone carrier lookup once and connect only with real clients all the time.
                    

                

                
                    Scheduling sending
                        
                            
                                
                            
                        

                    

                    Specify the time and date of sending, and campaign will be launched automatically when it is needed. Let your target audience receive SMS when it is convenient for them.
                    

                

                
                    Personalization
                        
                            
                                
                            
                        

                    

                    Set up a hit by name, personalized discount, or unique offer. This way you can propose to the customers products that maximalliy meet their expectations. Send personalized SMS and enjoy the army of loyal clients.
                    

                

                
                    Worldwide delivery
                        
                            
                                
                            
                        

                    

                    Our company works in more than 200 countries around the world. Grow your business abroad without changing your location.
                    

                

            

        

    




    
        
            
                Register now and get 10 free SMS messages for testing the service

                
                    
                    Register
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        Our top-selling email campaign tools
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                            Mail Sender

                        

                        
                            	Bulk email sender
	Use our built-in SMTP or your own!
	Address recipients by name
	Remove unsubscribers


                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                
                                
                            
                            FREE DOWNLOAD
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                            Email Hunter

                        

                        
                            	Uncover email addresses on websites
	Search by keyword
	Perform high-speed and accurate searches
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                            Mail Verifier

                        

                        
                            	Verify email address formats
	Verify domains
	Verify emails
	Save unlimited lists


                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                
                                
                            
                            FREE DOWNLOAD
                        
                    

                

            

        

    


  


      
        Advantages of Atomic Email Software

          

          

        Mail Sender

        

        Atomic Mail Sender is a professional email creator as well as a high-performance mass emailing software for your marketing campaigns.


          It enables you to manage email chains and send out business email marketing campaigns to an unlimited number of recipients. Sending bulk emails has never been so easy. Just download the email sending app directly from the site and run it.


         The Atomic Mail Scheduler will allow you to send HTML email messages faster than you can imagine. The app for sending email messages to email addresses works in multi-threaded mode which is capable of high-speed sending. You can send hundreds of email messages in less than a minute even with a slow internet connection.


          Before blasting your entire email list, you should validate it first with the Email Checker Tool. Otherwise, many of your emails could end up as spam. Personalize your newsletters, check for spam, remove invalid email addresses, and send an unlimited email broadcast.


          Are you looking for desktop mail apps? If so, choose the best one that fits your needs and send a free email online during the first 7 days!



        Email Hunter

        

        A targeted email list is the first step that you should take to successfully establish your email campaign. Once you have added the website addresses, the Emails Extractor will harvest and collect thousands of relevant email addresses from the websites within a few minutes.


         Atomic Email Hunter is a powerful business email service that will suit different companies. This user-friendly online email service will perfectly suit your needs of building up email mass marketing campaigns. You will have access to keyword searches, mailbox searches, and filtering rules settings. 
The email format finder will collect the ones you need and provide you a full list.



         Filtering rules also help exclude insufficient email addresses from search results which will allow you to considerably improve your advertising campaign. In addition, you can customize your search geography settings. So, if you’re in the United States, you could collect all email addresses from the USA.


         If you’ve been looking for useful email marketing platforms, then you came to the right place! Get all of your favorite email newsletter services and test them all out for free for 7 days.



        Mail Verifier

        

        Not sure if your extracted email addresses are truly valid? It would be wise to use our full package of list managers which can help you verify and structure your email lists. Not all mass email sender software applications can deal with address verification in these ways but this one can. Email management will become your favorite process in creating effective marketing campaigns for your company because this application will do all the work such as checking for syntax, domain names, and spam traps.


          Atomic Mail Verifier will help you avoid sending advertising campaigns to non-existent email addresses. So, if you have thousands of email addresses in your list, email campaign tools will find the fastest way to improve email list deliverability.


          Another good reason why you should use an email verification service is so that you can make sure you have authentic leads. The email validation tool verifies email addresses in three steps. This will allow you to check the authenticity of email addresses quickly and efficiently. An email validation service is conducted in multithread mode by using all the benefits of the valid email checker.


          Unlike other online email crawlers, our corporate email finder has a unique configuration that will allow you to control the extraction speed. This will protect your software and keep your IP address from being blocked. You can then enjoy the benefits of a fast and reliable email extractor by using online search engines while you savor your morning cup of coffee!



      

    





    
        
            
                STILL CAN’T DECIDE?

                Visit our product wizard to help you make the right choice

                Just answer five questions and we can recommend a program that will suit your needs

                
                    
                        
                            
                            
                            
                        
                        LET’S START
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            it is profitable with us

            Take your business to the next level

            Raise your brand’s popularity, increase your customers’ loyalty, and boost sales when staying in touch with your target audience by using the right mass email and bulk SMS sender.
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                700242

                    customer testimonials
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                 30% better deliverability after contact base verification
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                unlimited email marketing
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                get 2500 potential customer contacts within 5 minutes
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                Sending speed:
 200-500 SMS messages per second
                

            

        

    




    
        Over 5000 customer recommendations

        
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                We consider your most profitable tool that meets our requirements for mailings, etc., simplifying the work with the database, writing high-quality emails, tracking, control, etc.
                            

                        

                        
                            Voronin Artem

                            CTO
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                               We have been using Atomic SMS for a long time to conduct SMS. No complaints. We can definitely talk about an increase in sales that this tool brings. Everything is very convenient and efficient.
                            

                        

                        
                            Primak Evgeniya

                            Restaurant manager
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                              Atomic Mail Sender program helped us increase sales, expand our client base, and also reach new heights.
                            

                        

                        
                            Olga Mazanova

                            DG

                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            
          The high-quality Atomic programs helped to establish a system of communication with customers and increase the popularity of the company itself.
                            

                        

                        
                            Anna Kutuzova

                            Marketing manager
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                     I have been searching for Email Addresses Harvester software from
                        last
                        few days to buy a reliable and efficient one. and finally came across massmailsoftware, i just download
                        a
                        Trail Version which i found most efficient,reliable and multifunction, i finally decide to buy one. i
                        would definitely recommend Atomic Email Hunter if you are looking to harvest Email Address from Search
                        Engines around the Globe. Kindest Regards Afridi
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                            Tehseen Afridi

                            Senior SEO-consultant at Afdidi
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                SEE MORE REVIEWS
                    
              
                
              
            
                
            

        

    




    
        Why choose us
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                Technical support 24/7

                Contact us anytime, day or night, to get the most detailed answers to your questions
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                Free trial

                Test any of the products for free to try all the features before purchasing
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                Money-back guarantee

                We will make sure to give you your money back just in case something goes wrong
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                GDPR compliant

                All our products and services are GDPR compliant
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                Malware free

                We guarantee the safety and security of your PC whenever you download and install our products
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                Strongly recommended by independent sources

                All of our products are highly recommended by both IT professionals and end users
                

            

        

    




    
        
            
                United States

                Ukraine

                Poland

                India

                Kazakhstan

                Brazil

                Angola

                United Kingdom

                Italy

                Spain

                Armenia

                Germany

                Australia

            

            
                Trusted by customers all over the world

                
                    
                        190 +


                        countries

                    

                    
                            630 000 +


                        satisfied customers

                    

                    
                        20 years


                        on the market

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            
                            
                            
                        
                        JOIN US
                    
                

            

        

    




    
        You might be wondering

        
            
                
                    What is email marketing software and whom is it for?

                    
                        
                            
                        
                    

                

                
                    These are the programs for sending mass emails, finding contacts for this and managing mailing lists. Our software is intended for everyone whose activity involves finding a target audience and contacting it. It will be useful for individual entrepreneurs, marketers, PR and outreach managers, and many others.
                

            

            
                
                    What is Atomic Email Studio and what components does it consist of?

                    
                        
                            
                        
                    

                

                
                    This is a software package that has everything you need to find and warm up leads. Atomic Mail Studio includes 6 components:                    
                    	Atomic Email Hunter for searching email addresses on the Internet
	Atomic Whois Explorer for extracting contacts of the websites' owners
	Atomic Email Logger for collecting emails from local files on PC
	Atomic Mail Verifier for checking email addresses for validity
	Atomic List Manager for managing mailing lists
	Atomic Mail Sender for unlimited bulk email sending


                    
                

            

            
                
                    What is Atomic SMS Service and how to use it?

                    
                        
                            
                        
                    

                

                
                 Atomic SMS Service is a tool for sending bulk SMS campaigns. With the help of this service, it is possible to notify clients about sales, discounts, special offers, etc. Furthermore, you can send transactional messages to make the clients' experience easier. 
                    Get a free trial now!
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                        Sales department

                                                                                                    
                                sales@atompark.com                            
                                            

                    
                        Support Department

                                                                                                    
                                tech@atompark.com                            
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                                            © Copyright, 2001-2024 AtomPark Software. All rights reserved
                                    

            

                            
                    
                        GDPR Compliant                    
                

                            
                    
                        Cookie Policy                    
                

                            
                    
                        Anti-Spam Policy                    
                

                    

    





                    
                    
                    
                    
                





    











